is increasingly concentrated near a saddle point of the deterministic dynamics. We show using formal methods that the asymptotic form of the exit location distribution on © ¤ is generically non-Gaussian and asymmetric, and classify the possible limiting distributions. A key role is played by a parameter
: it will be a separatrix between domains of attraction. This 'characteristic boundary case' is particularly important and difficult to study. We shall restrict ourselves to this case, assuming that n g R } w . Exit problems of this sort, in more than one dimension, have a long history [42] . They arose originally in chemical physics [2, 4, 8, 24] , but occur in other fields of physics [41, 51] as well as in systems engineering [31, 52] and theoretical ecology [29, 36, 37] . In recent years two different approaches have been used: rigorous large deviations theory [9, 10, 19, 20] and formal but systematic asymptotic expansions [29, 39, 42, 50] . The rigorous approach yields comparatively weak but still very useful results. In particular much light is thrown on exit problems by the Wentzell-Freidlin quasipotential [20] , or classical action function, u v [29, 34] . Normally one expects that will attain a minimum on g u at one of the saddle points. This can be shown to imply that as e y , the exit location on g u converges in probability to the saddle point. Actually the behavior of on g u
, and its consequences, are not yet fully understood. (For some partial results on the smoothness of , see Day and Darden [14] and Day [13] .) Recent treatments [11, 32] indicate that as y it is possible for the exit location to converge to an unstable fixed point on g u , due to local constancy of on the boundary. In this paper we consider only models displaying the conventional behavior: as y the exit location should converge to some distinguished saddle point on g u , due to on g u having a unique global minimum at . Much previous work, in particular on physical applications, has dealt with a special case: when the mean drift F equals ¡ 9 ¢ £ ¤ ¤ ¥ 6 ¶ Q · p ¹ · on º g » fails, due to a lack of symmetry, to be asymptotic to a Gaussian centered on ³ . Skewing was discovered by Bobrovsky and Schuss [6] ; for recent work, see Bobrovsky and Zeitouni [7] , Day [12] , and Ryter and Bobrovsky [45] . Also, skewed limiting exit location distributions have been computed explicitly by the authors [33] . We show in this paper, using formal methods, that skewing is a generic phenomenon. Our results on genericity supplement the rigorous results of Bobrovsky and Zeitouni, and of Day. We also derive a general result, analogous to the central limit theorem, which characterizes skewing: As°H± ¼ ² , which we assume to be nonsingular). One of the two classes is the class of Weibull distributions, which are familiar from statistics [3] . The asymptotic exit location distributions in the second class are more complicated, and we do not derive explicit expressions for them in this paper. We do however provide an algorithm for computing their moments, in terms of the correlation functions of a conditioned three-dimensional Bessel process.
That generic drift fields give rise to non-Gaussian asymptotic exit location distributions is slightly surprising from the point of view of large deviations theory. One might expect that on It is tempting to ascribe the discrepancy between this prediction and the phenomenon of skewing to what theoretical physicists would call a 'prefactor effect', i.e., the presence of subdominant (as°± ² ) terms in the exit location density that are not included in the comparatively coarse asymptotics supplied by large deviations theory. However, this is not the case. The prediction assumed that if ); on account of the corresponding zero Gaussian falloff rate, they are localized on a larger lengthscale than Õ £ ¶ Q° 6 Ö " × 7 Ê
. That skewing is generic in models with ½ U Ý à Þ was shown rigorously by Bobrovsky and Zeitouni [7] and Day [12] , but the appropriate lengthscale was unclear. Our analysis reveals that
is the lengthscale on which the exit location distribution is supported.
In Section 4, which is the linchpin of this paper, we give a simple geometric explanation of the generic discontinuity in A byproduct of our analysis of skewing is an increased understanding of the limitations of the classical ('Eyring') formula for the weak-noise MFPT asymptotics [27, 42, 46, 50] . Although this formula has been widely used, we shall show that it is valid, without qualification, only when the classically forbidden wedge is absent.
Matched asymptotic expansions.
We now begin our analysis. The random process
The formal adjoint
The density ý è u ae provided that X Ỳ is normalized to total unit mass. If this normalization condition does not hold, (2.6) must be replaced bya
In any event, the weak-noise asymptotics of the MFPT are determined by the asymptotics of and the eikonal equation (3.2a) is the corresponding zero-energy Hamilton-Jacobi equation. For consistency, we have also used this Hamiltonian in the transport equation (3.2b) . The presence of a Hamilton-Jacobi equation suggests a classical-mechanical interpretation.
In classical mechanics the Hamiltonian (3.3) would determine the motion of a particle on ; would be interpreted as phase space, and q ¡ ,
, as the momentum of the particle. But this Hamiltonian is precisely the Wentzell-Freidlin Hamiltonian governing the large fluctuations of the process
is the Lagrangian canonically conjugate to ¶ ¬ ¤ w y ¡
, with the covariant tensor field 
. For the Hamiltonian (3.3) they reduce to
Along the trajectory, momentum and velocity uniquely determine each other; by (3.8a),
Such a one-to-one correspondence is familiar from classical mechanics. an ordinary differential equation which may be integrated along the corresponding trajectory in phase space. Note however that the infimum in (3.5) will not actually be achieved at finite transit time. . We discuss the physical consequences of this phenomenon elsewhere [34] . The integration of (3.11), as well as that of (3.8a) and (3.8b), must begin at
. For each such path
, and by (3.9), 
. The Riccati equation (3.14) determines a trajectory through the (compact) Graßmann manifold of such 2-dimensional subspaces. This sort of interpretation is standard in the theory of matrix Riccati equations [47] , and facilitates the integration of (3.14) through points where
diverges. Such divergences occur however only when the classical trajectory encounters a caustic [17, 35] . This is because 'turns vertical' [15] . We shall not pursue the consequences of caustics further here. Much more could be said about the geometric interpretation of the above system of equations, which is ultimately made possible by the symplectic structure of classical mechanics on ¡ ¦ p
. We confine ourselves to pointing out the differential-geometric (coordinate-free) interpretation of the Wentzell-Freidlin fluctuational paths on . The contravariant tensor field which emanate from the point°. If ± y ² ³ v the situation is more complicated; computation yields 
near°. In this section we explain how our geometric picture facilitates the construction of these approximations. In particular, we shall explain why the phenomenon of skewing near Ï depends strongly on the parameter 
in phase space, which necessarily lies in both the unstable manifold the left-hand side of the matrix Riccati equation (3.14) will tend to zero, yielding the algebraic Riccati equation , the tangent space
of the unstable manifold .3) is well understood [26] . Suffice it to say that if tr the solutions to (4.3) of less than full rank can be ruled out on physical grounds; n ear P must be a Gaussian approximation, and its inverse covariance matrix ø Q P û m ust be of full rank [29] . We now focus on the quadratic (or putatively quadratic) behavior of ü near the saddle point
, would be a matrix of partial slopes: It would specify the tangent space is formed from classical trajectories, the tangent space 
is the linearization of the Hamiltonian flow at
, the manifold
. This subspace must be the linear span (over 
will be the linear span of the 'expanding' eigenvectors
We can now explain how to determine, in any generic model, which two eigenvectors of q r j ' s n will span the tangent space of the Lagrangian manifold
, and is a classical trajectory, we have the asymptotic approximation
as S
. Only the two stable eigenvectors enter; the coefficients and o are modeldependent, and generically are both nonzero. The tangent space
is formed by zero-energy classical trajectories emanating from
that are perturbations of the MPEP. To leading order, each such perturbed trajectory must be of the form
where is a parameter that indexes the trajectories. The coefficients
are also model-dependent and generically nonzero.
Generically, the MPEP w y x will approach
as £ along the less contractive direction in phase space; the stochastic model would have to be carefully 'tuned' for the incoming MPEP to approach along the more contractive direction in (4.6). If
is less contractive; in this case the MPEP will generically approach
and the MPEP will generically approach
, this implies that in phase space the MPEP will generically approach the fixed point
, and along
. A similar analysis, applied to (4.7), shows that the tangent space to the manifold
must include, besides the contracting eigenvector
, the more expansive of the two expanding eigenvectors. When
, the more expansive eigenvector is
; when
. We conclude that the tangent space
is generically equal to the subspace sp·
, and to the subspace sp·
. It is easy to see that the former alternative corresponds to the Hessian matrix
, and the latter alternative to the Hessian matrix being of full rank.
We can now resolve the question of the extent to which the behavior of , lie in the manifold
, it follows from the preceding analysis that they will generically trace out in the immediate vicinity of . This 'grazing MPEP' effect has been seen in numerical studies [53] . Also, since the . This effect too has been seen in numerical studies [6, 53] .
We have not commented yet on the most visible feature of Figs. 4.1(a) and 4.1(b), which is highly disconcerting: for both ) will be classical, i.e., will be solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equation. The trajectory will be piecewise classical: it will have at least one 'corner,' or bend. The fact that generically, such fluctuational paths need to be considered for at least some endpoints î in any neighborhood of ô has not been fully realized.
By a careful optimization over piecewise classical trajectories it is possible to work out, for î in the wedge, the leading dependence of 
, should be of the form
two constants that determine the trajectory. This is because ) I g X a 3
and ) g X g 3
are the two expanding eigenvectors of the linearization ) I 1 4 3
. At
, the Lagrangian manifold formed by these outgoing trajectories will be tangent to the subspace sp
, and the corresponding -by-Hessian matrix ( 0 ) I 1 4 3
will have rank 1. In general each such trajectory will be tangent (as
, or as the trajectories emerge from 1 ) to whichever is the less expansive of the two eigenvectors of ) 2 1 4 3 
and which are tangent to the g ray (resp. the g ray), are necessarily unphysical. They are the dashed trajectories that penetrate into the complement of We summarize our geometric interpretation in 
from within the wedge; similarly 
satisfies (in Subcase B, and when , the second derivative on the wedge side, as displayed in Table 4 .1, will equal zero. We see that the difference between the two sides of the saddle point is the underlying cause of the skewing phenomenon. We also see that skewing in models with , and study the implications for the small-asymptotics of the exit location density. In this section, we focus on the Gaussian far-field behavior of the inner approximation, and the Gaussian tails of the exit location distribution. We rederive the classical ('Eyring') formula for the small-MFPT asymptotics, and determine for the first time the limits of its validity.
If an inner approximation to § , valid in the boundary region near ì , is to match to the outer approximation
, it must in the far field have leading asymptotics 
Assume for the moment that the appropriate lengthscale on which the inner approximation should be defined is the 
Also, a bit of matrix computation, using the form (5.6) for 
as the formula for the rank-¸Hessian matrix 
The factor
is included to facilitate matching with the outer approximation.
Note that in (5.19) we must interpret
as linearly transformed ('primed') versions of the original coordinates . This boundary layer factor may be written in fully covariant form as 
. We have included in the argument of the error function a factor
, which will be present if
is not taken to equal unity.
We stress that we can construct such a simple inner approximation as 
are orthogonal in the conventional sense. Equivalently,
has orthogonal eigenvectors and is a symmetric matrix. But , and the condition holds, it is an easy matter to determine both the asymptotics of the exit location density on í | î , and the MFPT asymptotics. Equation (2.3) yields
for the density of the exit location distribution in the 
to either side of the saddle point. We stress that this Gaussian behavior can only occur in the absence of a classically forbidden wedge.
Equation ( 
as the weak-noise MFPT asymptotics. Here the factor
arises from the denominator of (2.7). The asymptotics of (5.23) ; this was assumed when we derived the inner approximation (5.20). . The asymptotic expression (5.24) includes this exponential growth, and also a constant pre-exponential factor. The pre-exponential factor, like satisfies the local gradient condition, and moreover the eigenvalue ratio ). This has not previously been realized. , and without loss of generality we assume that it approaches A from the first quadrant, as in Fig. 4.1(a) , this is a sign that on the classically allowed side of , the quasistationary density falls off only slowly (more slowly than quadratically). As a consequence the appropriate lengthscale for an inner approximation near should be larger than } S ¡
Skewing and MFPT asymptotics when
. On the } y R lengthscale the asymptotics of and the exit location density are given by (5.12)-(5.14) and (5.15a)-(5.15b), but an approximation on that lengthscale is not particularly useful.
We showed in Section 4 that when
, the tangent space
to the manifold asymptotics of the MPEP would be
, the first term is dominant as
, and gives rise to the approach along
, is generically nonzero. The two coefficients can only be found by computing the MPEP explicitly: by integrating Hamilton's equations (3.8) from
. The fact that . So (6.2) may be written, if
We must have
, since it is our convention that the MPEP approaches from the first quadrant. As
and is approached, the MPEP will generically be asymptotic to the curve
, where
. This asymptotic behavior occurs irrespective of the value of ; the change to noncovariant notation will emphasize the asymmetry. In the Ê ç þ û -plane the boundary region will be the region where
along an asymptotically linear trajectory
. It is an easy exercise to show, using the matrix Riccati equation (3.14) in the linear approximation near , that irrespective of the asymptotic slope 
. It may be constructed by solving a linearized version of the approximate forward Kolmogorov equation
, as follows. In the linear approximation we take
, and the Kolmogorov equation reduces to
Substituting both (6.1) and
, and changing variables from
,
In the
and substituting H 
It is a useful exercise to verify that the leading-order approximations (6.12), irrespective of the value of , are consistent with the system of ordinary differential equations (3.8a), (3.8b), (3.11), (3.12), (3.14) in the linear approximation near . This phenomenon has in fact been seen in numerical studies of particular models (see, e.g., Ref. [6] ). We have verified that this behavior is generic by numerically integrating the transport equation (3.12), in a wide variety of models with
is yet another reason why the traditional formula (5.24) for the MFPT asymptotics cannot be generically applicable.
It turns out that the model-dependent constant in the inner approximation is uniquely determined by the approach path taken by the MPEP. Since
. Substituting (6.13)-(6.14) into Hamilton's equation (3.8a) for Ú¨ y ields, to leading order,
It is trivial to verify that this asymptotic equation of motion near This is consistent with a picture developed elsewhere [34] , according to which the MPEP is surrounded by a 'tube' of probability current, the tube having a Gaussian transverse profile. We have already discussed why the limiting as the replacement for the Eyring formula (5.24) when x y A . The E © t R factor arises from the denominator of (2.7), as in (5.24) . We remind the reader that we are assuming R and % R d 7 e here. The generic applicability (when x % y f ) of this formula for the MFPT asymptotics, and the generic inapplicability of the traditional formula (5.24), have not previously been recognized. It is remarkable that despite the nominal frequency factor g C h equalling zero, the pre-exponential factor in (6.19) fails to be i -dependent. Naively one would have expected it to contain a positive power of i . A positive power of i is known to occur in the weak-noise reciprocal MFPT asymptotics of stochastic models where the frequency factor equals zero on account of the exit location on j l k converging to an unstable fixed point [32] . . In this section we shall work out an algorithm for computing its moments of any desired order, though we shall not compute an explicit expression for its density. Our algorithm will be based on a stochastic analysis, rather than on the construction of an inner approximation to the quasistationary probability density.
Skewing when
As in Sections 5 and 6, without loss of generality take h t e . Also take , and take the linearized drift h t n m p R ! to be of the form 
is an inverted (repelling) Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. On the y z h i { | W } lengthscale near the region © k becomes the right-half plane « ª o , and the fact that equation (7.3a) does not involve ¢ indicates that with these normalizations, the exit problem is essentially one-dimensional.
Our interest is in the final approach to the boundary, which as i Q ¬ o will take place along the MPEP (most probable exit path) determined in Sections 4 and 5. Generically the MPEP, as shown in Fig. 4.1(b) , is tangent to the stable ray ® u emanating from . But as computed in (5.8c), ® u equals h x , when the linearized drift¯m R is of the form (7.1). So as i G ö , the final approach to j l k , in the linear approximation near , should be increasingly concentrated near the line } w t { 5 w E h x ° . To be sure, on the y ± R i ¡ { | W } ° lengthscale the approach path will not have a deterministic limit as i ± ² o . However, the straight-line deterministic asymptotics should appear in the far field of the y z h i { | } lengthscale: going backward in time from the boundary hitting time, the approach path should be asymptotic to the line ¢ w w ³ w E x ° .
The random variable ¶µ
, the displacement from À along the boundary Á l Â at the hitting time ¾ µ , is the quantity whose distribution we wish to compute. We can define a time-reversed process
is of course a random variable, which depends on the sample path. With this definition,
We now explain how the small-¸asymptotics of the distribution ofÐµ may be computed.
A straightforward integration of (7.3b) from
We shall show shortly that as¸I å ¬ Î , the expected transit time of the final approach path tends to infinity. This justifies the taking of the Ó a å ae limit when computing¸w å ç Î asymptotics. Taking the Ó a å ç ae limit yields
which is to be interpreted as a statement that the left and right-hand sides are distributed identically in the¸ 
where ô is standard normal and the integral
is a weighted area under the graph of the time-reversed process Ä Å ½ AE ¿ , AE Ì 5 Î . The two terms in the representation (7.6) are independent, and the asymptotic exit location density
, the probability density of ¶µ . When the off-diagonal drift coefficient ß equals zero, we see from the above representation that there is no skewing: the exit location distribution is asymptotically Gaussian, with variance¸Ñ ½ ï ð ñ ¿ . Moreover, the skewing of the exit location distribution when ñ Õ î is attributable to the asymmetry of the density of the random variable ó ½ ñ ¿ . This conclusion meshes nicely with the results of Section 5. We deduced there that when
In deriving (7.8) the convention was adopted that the MPEP should approach À from the ÷ T Ì Î side; this amounts to assuming that ß Ì Î . The Gaussian falloff of the density of the ô Ë Ñ © ï ð ñ term in (7.6) may be viewed as the cause of the comparatively rapid Gaussian decay of
, since the random variable ó ½ ñ ¿ is non-negative. In fact by independence, the density ö § µ ½ ¿ will be the convolution of the densities of¸c
Equivalently, the generic asymptotic exit location density on the ½ Ŗ ¡ ¹ º W » ¿ lengthscale will be the convolution of the density of ! with a Gaussian (the density of
). To determine the distribution of the random variable ! , or at least its moments, we need to analyse the process of an OrnsteinUhlenbeck process is of the form
where , the probability that the additional time to absorption is no greater than
)
. Substituting (7.9) into (7.10), plus some elementary manipulations, yields
It follows that we may write
where the random variable
Formula (7.12) is an asymptotic equality in distribution, and the distribution of is a socalled Gumbel (or double exponential) distribution of the sort that arises in extreme value theory [44] .
It should be pointed out that formula (7.12) has a direct physical interpretation. If , formula (7.12) implies that to leading order as
irrespective of . In other words, the time needed for the process to make its final approach to the characteristic boundary grows logarithmically in . This logarithmic growth is to be contrasted with the exponential growth of the MFPT ¢ ¡ as £ @ ¤
. The exponential timescale is the timescale on which a successful exit is expected to occur; when it occurs, however, it takes place on a much faster (logarithmic) timescale. This is the timescale of the 'Great Leap Forward' of Ludwig [30] ; see also Refs. [32, 34] . Actually, formula (7.12 ) permits a refinement of Ludwig's picture.
is essentially the time needed for the deterministic MPEP to approach within anx¥ i ® ° ± ² © distance of the characteristic boundary. On that lengthscale (the width of the boundary layer) the MPEP ceases to be well-defined; equivalently, the limiting approach path process ceases to be deterministic. The Gumbel random variable ³ of (7.12) is the extra, random, amount of time needed for the process to reach the boundary.
We now consider the the implications of the representation (7.12) for the time-reversed processμ For any specified
, is a Markov process whose transition probabilities may be computed by taking the above ú n û ü limit. However, it turns out to be timeinhomogeneous. To simplify the moment computations, it is preferable to express , when constrained by the condition (7.22). We necessarily have, as an equality in distribution,
The last equality follows by a change of variables If it does it is likely to be quite intricate, as is suggested by the results of other authors. The problem of computing the distribution of the (unweighted) area under a Brownian bridge (i.e., a pinned Wiener process) was solved by Shepp [48] and others, and the corresponding problem for a Brownian excursion by Louchard [28] . More recently, Takács [49] has computed the distribution of the integral of the absolute value of a Wiener process. All these distributions have closed-form expressions that are surprisingly complicated; they involve, for example, double Laplace transforms of the logarithmic derivative of an Airy function.
It is unfortunate that one cannot go directly from (7.33) and (7.34), or from the explicit expression for the generator of the process lengthscale. But in the absence of such an expression one can at least compute the moments of the limiting distribution to any desired order, by using (7.18), (7.24), (7.33) , and (7.34). [43] . It is not difficult to show that when` E r ö , ï ð both levels and converges exponentially rapidly. The exponential levelling, and the constant limit, have the same interpretation in terms of the stochastic exit problem as they do in two-dimensional models.
The presence of irrational powers of ó in the outer expansion for ï ð , in two-dimensional resonance, suggests that they may also be present in the outer expansion for the principal eigenfunction (the quasistationary density). That is the reason why, unlike many authors, we have refrained in this paper from approximating the quasistationary density in the body of ë by a formal asymptotic series, since it is unclear what powers of ó should be present. Instead, we have worked only to leading order. As we noted at the beginning of Section 3, for an outer expansion to be useful it must match to an inner expansion. And the expansion beyond leading order of the quasistationary density in the boundary layer remains an unsolved problem.
9.
Conclusions. The generic features of the two-dimensional stochastic exit problem with characteristic boundary, when exit from the region ë occurs over a saddle ì , are now clear. As the noise strength ó ô m ö , the distribution of exit points on the separatrix will be concentrated on the case the exit location distribution is asymptotic to the Weibull distribution (6.16), which includes a scale factor that can only be computed from the approach path taken by the MPEP (the optimal, or most probable trajectory) from h to ì . In the ¢ i B p case the limiting exit location distribution, whose moments are computable (see, e.g., (7.41)), contains no free parameters: it is determined by the stochastic dynamics in the vicinity of ì . In both cases the limiting distribution will be 'skewed': non-Gaussian and asymmetric. Normally, it is Gaussian only when the deterministic drift and a local version of this equality (the " s E ö condition of Section 5) holds near ì . These cases, which are characterized by the absence of a classically forbidden 'wedge' emanating from ì , are nongeneric. Although our two-dimensional stochastic model differs from the barrier crossing models employed in chemical physics, we believe that the genericity of the skewing phenomenon is related to the phenomenon of 'saddle point avoidance' [2, 4] . A number of authors have in fact already noted the presence (in particular models) of a classically forbidden region. In the literature the boundary of the forbidden region is sometimes called the 'stochastic separatrix' [2, 4, 17, 24, 42] . It is clear from our treatment that the generic features of models with t X u ! v are particularly interesting. In such models the frequency factor
